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Outline

At low-z’s gravitational non-Gaussianity >> primordial.
To understand primordial non-Gaussian perturbations,

push as high in z as possible (but not clear how to
connect theory on primordial NG to actual
measurements)

Possibilities for measurements:

z of 1 to 2: Non-Gaussianities of the far-IR background with Herschel

z > 7: near-IR background with Spitzer/NICMOS/CIBER/WFC3

z > 15: 21-cm background with ???? (MWA/SKA/21CMA/LOFAR)



         
 

IR/Opt: Direct emission from stars
FIR: Processed emission of Opt/IR light by dust

Cosmic Backgrounds

FIR
CMB

IR/Opt

IR background contains the integrated emission of all stars in the Universe



 

Extragalactic Far-IR Background 
Studies with Hershcel-SPIRE

• Herschel is an astronomical observatory
for photometry and spectroscopy over
the spectral range 80 – 670 µm

• Large (3.5m), cold (80K), low-
emissivity (4%) telescope

• Focal plane cooled to 4K using liquid
He (as in ISO)

• Launch: August’08 on Ariane 5 with
Planck in same pay load; Sun-Earth L2
point; 1000 days of nominal
observations

• Primarily ESA mission. Instrumental
contributions from NASA though
JPL (bolometers for SPIRE)



Photometry with Herschel
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SPIRE: Survey instrument
Poor resolution. Confusion limited easily.
Can only resolve < 10% of EBL at 350 µm



 
Resolved sources

Measure angular Cl’s
If z’s known, measure
 P(k) - 3d power spectrum

Unresolved background

Measure angular Cl’s 
treat as in CMB
(no z-information)

Clustering Studies of Far-IR 
Background with Hershcel-SPIRE



Clustering of Unresolved Background 
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SPIRE can probe the
so-called 1-halo term to
establish halo occupation
number of unresolved 
far-IR galaxiesImportance of Far-IR Anisotropy Measurements: 

Knox, Cooray, Haiman & Eisenstein 1999, ApJ



The signal received at each frequency can be modeled as the sum of the 
different signals contribution, and separated with a linear combination 
for each mode in spherical harmonic space :

(modified from Tegmark et al. for CMB foreground removal)

with
Far-IR CMB Dust Noise

Then we minimize the resulting Cl for far-IR anisotropies

Extragalactic Background/Galactic Dust separation

Amblard & Cooray 07



Anisotropy power measurement 
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250 hours +
1/f noise



Sciences:
How and when galaxies form
Search for unknown populations

of high z IR galaxies
AGN contribution to Far-IRB
Star formation rates
Clustering/correlations/Fluctuations

US Institutions
JPL/Caltech
Colorado
UC Irvine
Stanford

Science Team (high-z)

SPIRE  Instrument 
Team’s GTO Survey: 
Extragalactic Studies



Large-Scale Structure Surveys

with 1/f noise

ESA has a proposal call out now for
Herschel open-time key projects for 2nd
year and later observations (after GTO)
(equivalent to Legacy programs)

Shallow, wide survey 
~2000 deg2, 2000 hours

Low-cirrus fields (KIDS-S/N probably)
Led by Cardiff (PI: Steve Eales), 
UC Irvine & Saclay (Puget/Lagache) lead 

anisotropy measurements



235″

1)  Drift scan along critical angle with 235” steps
       to make a Nyquist-sampled map
2)  Repeat 26 times, stepping pattern by 9”
3)  Repeat rotated by 90 degrees

Scan at maximum rate (60”/s)

L5 Baseline Scan Strategy (1)



9″

… x26

… x26
1)  Drift scan along critical angle with 235” steps
       to make a Nyquist-sampled map
2)  Repeat 26 times, stepping pattern by 9”
3)  Repeat rotated by 90 degrees

L5 Baseline Scan Strategy (2)



L5 Baseline Scan Strategy (3)

9″

1)  Drift scan along critical angle with 235” steps
       to make a Nyquist-sampled map
2)  Repeat 26 times, stepping pattern by 9”
3)  Repeat rotated by 90 degrees



Where we are….
Simulate surveys & Characterize systematics

Output (1/f noise
dominated)

Input (11 deg2)

Post-processed time stream data (still in
progress)

We will measure power spectrum and
bispectrum in these maps. Also cross-
correlate with CMB for z=1 ISW and also do
lensing studies.



Near-IR Background as a probe of z>5 galaxies

Attempts have been made to explain the excess background light as due to “first galaxies”  

Zodiacal light is a major contaminant for absolute background
measurements.  Instead of total intensity, study fluctuations.
(Cooray, Bock, Keating, Lange & Matsumoto 2004, ApJ)

High-z galaxies? Study IRB
anisotropies.



Background Fluctuation Measurements before 2005



         
 

Kashlinsky et al. 2005,
Nature

Or, may be there is more to the IRB?



Our Recent Works: Spitzer IRAC Shallow Survey + GOODS + NUDF

 

IRAC Spitzer Bootes field

 8.5 square degrees

(6200 pointings; ~2 weeks)

Large, but a shallow survey

IRAC Spitzer GOODS field

 2x0.05 square degrees

 HDF-N/CDF-S

Very deep, but a narrow survey

Unpublished works with
NICMOS Deep Fields and
Spitzer-COSMOS

(Sullivan et al. in prep)



IRAC Instrument Team GTO



         
 

Clustering in Bootes/GOODS: Resolved Sources

Lines: model predictions from the conditional luminosity functions based halo model.



Finally, what shapes the luminosity function?

Sullivan et al. 2006: Model for SWIRE IR LFs (at L-band) from Babbedge et al.
using conditional LF models.



         
 

Establish the mass
scale for L~17 to 19 IR
galaxies at z of 1

~ 5x1011 Msun

Clustering in Bootes

On going work: to combine IR galaxy bias as a function of
photo-z redshifts from 0.5 to 2 + WMAP + z~0 SDSS/2DF
to measure cosmology    (Tristan Smith et al. in prep)



         
 

Sullivan et al. 2006

Number counts of IR galaxies

Prediction based on CLF/halo model: clustering measurement require L-band counts to 
flatten below the point-source detection level of deep Spitzer images.



Unresolved Clustering in Spitzer and deep IR fields

GOODS
CDF-S

COSMOS

What do we do?

Measure statistics of “empty” pixels.

If unresolved faint galaxies are hidden in
noise, then there is a clustering excess to
noise (due to clustering of those sources)

Challenges: > 40 million of pixels

We also mask > 50% of pixels

Likelihood analysis borrowed from CMB
techniques. A modified e-spice (Szapudi)
for correlation functions.



Fluctuations level consistent with Kashlinsky et al. 
after masking IR-based detections.

But, we masked pixels of faint ACS sources with no 
IR counterparts. This removes power at arcminute 
scales.

First stars?: Unresolved Clustering in GOODS



We argued against the 
claim in Kashlinsky et al.
papers. (One in Nature, 
2 in ApJ Letters)

Our suggestion:

Excess clustered fluctuations
In deep IR images are from
faint unresolved galaxies at
z of 1 to 4.

We limit the L-band
total IR intensity to be below
7 nW m-2 sr-1 , while
DIRBE~11-14 nW m-2 sr-1 

First stars?: Unresolved Clustering in GOODS

Earliest starlight detection disputed

20:41 19 December 2006
NewScientist, Maggie McKee 



         
 

Sullivan et al. in prep

Non-Gaussianities in 
Deep IR Images

Non-Gaussian statistics can help constrain number counts of faint-end sources below 
the point-source detection level.
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Cosmic 21 cm Signal
• Emission or absorption depending on whether spin

temperature Ts is > or < the CMB temperature.

• Ts > Tcmb appears  as emission
• Ts < Tcmb appears as absorption
• If gas is substantially heated, Ts>>T*.   The signal is then

(c.f. Field 1959)
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If Ts=TCMB,
no signal
(gas in equilibrium
with CMB radiation)



Spin temperature evolution

Compton
freeze-out

UV/X-ray sources
turn on (?)

Ts
Tcmb
Tk

Robust prediction: pure collisionsModel dependent

Loeb & Zaldarriaga etc



History of 21cm Background

HI appears in absorption against the CMBHI appears in absorption against the CMB

First sources turn on and Lya coupling of spin temperature  to
kinetic temperature and X-ray heating of gas

Reionization: 21cm signal gradually disappears as H ionized

HI appears first in absorption and then inHI appears first in absorption and then in
emission with heating against the CMBemission with heating against the CMB

200 < z < 50
7 MHz < ν < 30 MHz

15 < z < 30
50 MHz < ν < 90 MHz

6 < z < 15
90 MHz < ν < 200 MHz



Technique to remove foregrounds
• Make use of the smoothness in frequency space of foregrounds

Santos, Cooray & Knox 2005 ApJ; Wang & Hu 2006 etc

21-cm cube (as a 
function of frequency)

Foregrounds remain
the same (in the same
line of sight)

Techniques  developed
but  not clear how
they work  - currently
tested in simulationsMorales



On Going Work: Simulations

Simulations using a new hybrid radiative transfer code for 
 cosmological reionization developed by Hy Trac
Amblard, Santos, Pritchard, Trac, Cen, Cooray 2007

Large volume
(100 Mpc)3

Ionization Fraction High number
of particles
(2048)3



Movies



Basic simulation parameters



P(k) comparison between simulations and FZH04 model

Δgas

Δionize

Δcross

z=7

z=20



Comparison between a X-ray heating model in simulation and 
setting Ts >> TCMB in the simulation box.



Applications of 21-cm:  Cosmic Non-Gaussianity

z < 15 during reionization - non-Gaussianity due to partial
reionization and secondary corrections  to 21-cm (coupling of
density and ionization fraction etc)   Cooray 06; Bharadwaj & Panday 06

z > 15 well before reionization -  fully neutral, mean temp in
absorption relative to CMB, and possibly the best probe of
primordial non-Gaussianity (?)        Pillepich et al. 07; Cooray 07

    21-cm vs. CMB

CMB is a 2d map at z of 1100 while 21-cm is 3d from z of 200 to
z of 15. CMB is damped at arcminute scales, while 21-cm
extends to sub-arcsecond scales.

21-cm, in principle, allows a study of fnl  << 0.1 (all-sky, no detector
noise down to l ~ 105)



Must separate
non-Gaussianity 
from non-linear
gravitational 
evolution. 

But, primordial and
gravitational bispectra
have different 
structure in the
multipole space. 

Ways to separate? Optimized bispectrum detection through a statistic
based on the  2 to 1 correlator Xl=<alm

2-alm>  Cooray 01

But, lensing of 21-cm is probably the biggest confusion. Can be analyzed
jointly with high-res CMB for primordial non-Gaussianity.   Li & Cooray in prep



Galaxy lensing cannot be used to correct polarization, but
   21 cm fluctuations at z > 20 can.

A low-resolution CMB satellite + a low-frequency 21 cm array 
may be the way to dig deep on the tensor-to-scalar ratio

Sigurdson & AC, 2005

Application of 21-cm: CMB lensing confusion



Measurement Possibilities for Non-Gaussianity at
high redshifts

Full talk  and details at http://www.cooray.org. 
Thanks to sponsors: NSF CAREER, NASA Herschel, HST/Spitzer

• z~1 to 3 Far-IR background with Herschel - not-likely to be all that
helpful, non-Gaussianity from lensing.

• z > 5: near-IR background with deep IR images. Non-Gaussianity 
captures some information about first-light sources.

• 21-cm at z < 15 (as probed by first-generation experiments): 
secondary/non-linear effects of reionization

• 21-cm at z > 15: Probably some information on primordial 
non-Gaussianity, 3d information down to arcsecond scales help, but
challenging to measure experimentally.


